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SPECIAL ARTICLE

Good morning, Doctor Google

Bom dia, Doutor Google
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Internet: born at the end of the 20th century

Thomas S. Kuhn perfectly describes the manner in which sci-
entific knowledge is developed.1 Knowledge is not based on
accumulation or on effort. It is not entirely reliant on one
person or spawned on one specific day. Scientific revolutions
occur by a process which involves the intervention of vari-
ous people, facts and events which, if analyzed in isolation,
might appear arbitrary or even insignificant. Attempting to
identify the exact date when the paradigm shift occurs is
futile.

In this attempt to observe the paradigm shift which
occurred in relation to the internet, it is necessary to start
the discussion by referring back to the workings of the
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) at
the beginning of the 1960 s, during the darkest days of
the Cold War. It was based on the transmission of packets
of information (Packet switching) via a closed network of
independent nodes, without a central hub, so that the infor-
mation flowing through the network was less vulnerable to
the destruction of one node. In 1989, nearly 30 years after
ARPANET, Tim Berners-Lee (1955) developed the World Wide
Web, an application which permitted the sharing of files
over the internet.2 The most important element of Berners-
Lee’s contribution was that it allowed the free use of this
design. But many could argue that this intervention did not
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necessarily signal the birth of the internet. It is true that
without www, the formation of the internet would have been
more difficult, but still, we cannot describe Berners-Lee’s
network in the same terms with which we define the internet
today.

In order to understand the internet (the 21st century
internet) we have to digress and consider the interaction
of two relevant developments which, initially, followed a
parallel course: digitalization and networking. Connection
(networking) is possible without digitalization (the tele-
phone existed before the digital age, for example). But the
great power of the internet resides precisely in this combina-
tion of digitalization and networking. Digitalization, which
is defined as the conversion of information (sound, image or
text) into a binary code, is what led to the explosive growth
of the net.

But above all, digitalization allows the inversion of roles,
especially with regards to who is considered the ‘‘producer’’
and who is the ‘‘consumer’’. Don Tapscott coined the term
‘‘prosumer’’3 in order to help resolve this issue.

From web 1.0 to web 2.0

In this historic journey, some people have remained at the
first station: consulting web pages. In the early stages of
the net, web pages were ‘‘visited’’ and searches were very
limited (exact sentences, grouping of addresses in thematic
blocks), very precise and had a significant rigidity in the
consultations (you could consult what you could see). The
consumer’s role in this first stage can be summed up in one
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word: ‘‘browse’’ and that is what is known as web 1.0. In the
last few years the internet has undergone a radical transfor-
mation to what is now generically defined as 2.0. Google is
the paradigm (allowing the management of information in
addition to browsing) and the user is now also the producer
of information (in part thanks to digitalization) in a man-
ner in which the traditional division between producer and
consumer is more difficult to establish and, finally, through
the so-called syndication tools, it is no longer necessary to
search for information because it is possible to receive the
type of information desired in the format requested.

From replacement to radical transformation

Genís Roca suggests4 that this transition from web 1.0 to
2.0 is a process which is systematically repeated as digital
tools are diffused the network usage becomes profuse. In the
first phase there is replacement; as with the CD replacing
the conventional vinyl disc, the changes in format and busi-
ness model are not significant. However, when we pass on to
the mp3 player and the commercialization of music online
through specific programs, we are facing a radical transfor-
mation. This transformation changes the business model and
the way in which we use the technology, rendering all the
previous devices obsolete.

Digitalization and networking have been introduced into
the health sector but we still find ourselves in the first phase
of replacement. Instead of typewriters we have computers,
but in many ways we continue to use them like typewriters.
We save information (lots of information) but a lot of the
time we access it as if it were a metal fling cabinet (the
information is stored in files alphabetically or by year). We
are at an early stage in the process of digitalization and
network usage and, even though it could take a while, the
radical transformation will profoundly alter the way in which
health care is organized.

The impact of the internet on clinical practice

Conventional clinical practice is based on face to face
contact in a ‘‘health care’’ environment (the hospital
ward, the consult, emergency services. . .) organized in a
sequential manner (and very often without the necessary
coordination between the different care sectors or between
the various departments in one center). These meetings are
scattered (without a pre-established plan, more reactive
than proactive), short (in terms of duration) and sporadic (in
terms of frequency). This type of clinical practice is based
on very precise coordinates of time and place. The result is
time consuming (especially for the patient) and inevitably
leads to coordination difficulties (due to the rigid organiza-
tion of the appointment as well as the non-compatibility of
the computer systems5).

The first impact made by the internet on clinical prac-
tice is that it radically changes the coordinates of time and
place.6 The paradigm of the new care model is based more
on contacts than on visits.7

The place is no longer confined to the health care space.
There are alternatives to conventional hospitalization; now
the patient’s home is identified as an adequate place to
receive care, replacing the absolute necessity of admission.8

However, the impact of the internet on clinical practice
allows new locations to be proposed which were unthink-
able until very recently. In a well-connected society, it is
possible to conceive consults in shopping centers9 or patient
follow-ups in day centers in the case of elderly patients
who are more or less dependant. But mobile phone tech-
nology creates the potential for care spaces which would
have been considered pure fantasy until now. The fastest
rate of growth in mobile phones is taking place in develop-
ing countries.10 Mobile phones are used to communicate, to
receive messages. . . but a cough analysis via mobile phone
allows a doctor to make a differential diagnosis.11 With-
out entering into too much detail, these examples serve to
demonstrate the impact of new technologies. Until recently
there was talk of telemedicine as a new paradigm, but the
reality has exceeded expectations. Changes in health care
location do not presuppose the application of complex meth-
ods; on the contrary, they are related to everyday tools such
as the mobile phone or the television.

Internet brings us new possibilities in relation to time.
Communication in everyday life is simultaneous (an SMS)
or asynchronous (an email), ubiquitous (the communication
can be established from multiple locations) and distributed
(is it possible to communicate from one to many or from
many to many). Health care cannot distance itself from this
general standard. Thus, the concept of ‘‘programmed vis-
its’’ appears very outdated. In fact, the ‘‘programmed’’ visit
is still the most common form of contact between patients
and health professionals: the face-to-face appointment.
Care organizations should be designed to allow patients
access to the most appropriate team when they need it. This
does not condone the promotion of systematic disorder. But
the attitude needs to change with regards to the orientation
of the system. It needs to be centered around the needs of
the patients, ensuring access and continuity of care, involv-
ing the patient in decision-making, promoting self-care and
coordinating the available care resources.12

The key is to be more proactive and less reactive. A very
significant amount of care demand is predictable, especially
when it pertains to the care of patients with chronic dis-
eases. There are two elements that must be enhanced in
order to make the system more proactive: the first is to rec-
ognize the role of diverse health care and non-health care
professionals and the second is to implement the systematic
use of new technologies. This new relationship framework
includes the transfer of tasks from various professions to
nurses who, from a more assimilated perspective, play a
very important role. But the professionals in the front line
are also extremely important, often the ones that are not
health professionals at all (such as, for example, the people
who answer the phones). The patients’ general predispo-
sition to new technologies is good and very few reject
systems based on electronic appointments or access to their
doctor via email.13 Some studies even found that patients
are more inclined to utilize new technologies that the
actual doctors.14 The use of the internet in doctor-patient
relationships is still not very diffuse in Europe15 and organi-
zational aspects (arranging visits or re-fills) are still better
developed than the direct consultations with the doctors
to address health problems. However, changes are antici-
pated in the near future given that patient preferences tend
towards the diversity of forms of communication with their
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doctors, including the use of technologies tied in with the
internet.16 The most attractive element for the patient in
terms of new technologies is the ability to manage their own
time.

The concept of ‘‘virtual practice’’ refers to the combi-
nation of tools which facilitate patient communication with
their doctor regardless of the geographical location of either
party. The meeting point is called the ‘‘patient portal17’’,
which allows asynchronous (email) and synchronous (web
cam) communication and the remote monitoring of physi-
ological variables.

Google as a Swiss Army knife

One of the most profound changes that the web 2.0 tools
generate is what is known as knowledge management. At
present Google, in clinical practice, is like a multipurpose
tool (like a Swiss Army knife): it is a tool for browsing and
consulting, a diagnostic support resource and a working tool.
But, above all, Google can provide clues about the changing
approach to health care practice.

Google, the internet and PubMed have brought about a
revolution in scientific research: now the future can be con-
sulted from the past (after finding an article it is easy to
identify all the references made to it since the date of publi-
cation). Google (and web 2.0 in general) makes it possible to
share and collaborate.6 Most biomedical reviews have now
been equipped with a multimedia format with automatic
feeds (RSS), podcasts or videos.

Google could become a valid tool to support the diag-
nostic process.18 Tang et al19 analyzed the efficaciousness of
Google in the diagnosis of clinical cases in a series which was
presented weekly in the New England Journal of Medicine
and they observed that the diagnosis was correct in 58% of
the analyzed cases where a search engine was used. Google
could be a great help in the diagnosis of complex medical
problems, especially if they are very rare.20

The advantages of Google compared to PubMed have
been widely debated21,22 but the most eclectic perspectives
suggest that Google Scholar and PubMed are complimentary
resources.23 Perhaps Google Scholar allows a faster initial
approximation about a problem, especially from a multi-
disciplinary standpoint,24 and on the other hand PubMed is
perhaps more specific.25

Google can be a working tool, especially with regards the
storage of clinical data. The implementation of an electronic
medical record is being slowly established,26—28 but it devel-
ops the concept of a personal clinical history in parallel.
In the first place you have the simple digitalization of con-
ventional medical records (the health system is still where
the data is deposited but it now recognizes the patient as
the owner). Secondly, the patient decides where to store
the data (for example, using one of the free tools such as
Google health) and who has access to it. This is a significant
change. The electronic medical records are what we call
an ‘‘adaptation’’. On the other hand, the personal clinical
history is a ‘‘radical transformation’’.

When the incidence of an illness is elevated (as in the
case of the flu virus), Google Flu Trends is formidable and can
offer information a lot quicker than conventional methods,29

even in languages besides English.30 This fact demonstrates
that the internet can have unexpected uses.

The role of the patient

Google is useful for patients to diagnose their own
complaints31 and, in some instances, they use it in a quicker
and more effective manner than the doctors, especially in
cases of minor illnesses.32

Google is also used by the patients for consultation pur-
poses and to generate content. The Economist posed the
question whether the basic core of ‘‘Health 2.0’’ will not
be mixed in with the contents generated by patients.33 The
blogging world is enormous. A simple search on Google blogs
for the term ‘‘COPD’’ returns more than 300,000 hits. It is
true that Google can present problems. The advantages that
Google provides for patients and families to facilitate the
diagnosis of minor diseases can be a double-edged sword.
In some cases, patients who carry out frequent health-
related internet searches can cause themselves anxiety, a
side-effect which some people term cyberchondria.34,35

Social networks

Social networks are one of the most spectacular derivatives
of the internet. In fact, the social network phenomenon on
the internet is without equal. Since the birth of the first
recognizable virtual social network in 199736 (inaugurated in
the same year as Google), its use has grown exponentially.

The data clearly corroborates this: 72% of internet users
are active in at least one social network.37 Taking into
account the fact that, in only ten years, the number of inter-
net users in the world has increased nearly sixfold, going
from 361 million in the year 2000 to 1.967 billion in 2010,38

that figure is hardly negligible.
There are all types of social networks but the majority of

them share common characteristics:

• Ubiquity: users can connect when they want and where
they want

• Immediacy: the contents are updated automatically
• Privacy: the networks administrators decide on the level

of privacy
• Collaboration and interaction between peers

Inevitably, these social networks are having a great
impact on the health sector. We find numerous examples
of the use of social networks by patients, professionals and
institutions both on the more general sites like Facebook,
Twitter or Linkedin and on specialized healthcare social net-
works.

In this way, patient social networks proliferate, vir-
tual spaces where patients with similar conditions get in
contact and share health problems and treatments.39 These
allow them the opportunity to share experiences and to
search, receive and provide information, advice and even
emotional support online. Patientslikeme40 is the paradigm
of these networks. Established in 1998 as an initiative of the
brother of a patient with ALS, the idea was to encourage the
exchange of experiences and knowledge between patients
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with ALS and share the data with the scientific community
in order to accelerate research into the disease.

On the other hand, health professionals are also becom-
ing increasing inclined to organize themselves around
specialized social networks. This allows them to maintain
contact with other professionals, consult cases and obser-
vations, ask for opinions, debate issues or solicit expert
medical advice from the appropriate sources. In the United
States, Sermo41 is the largest online community of doc-
tors, with more than 110,000 doctors registered form 68
specialist fields. Esanum42 is, among others, the equivalent
in Europe.

In conclusion, social networks offer wide-ranging pos-
sibilities in the field of health care. The most significant
change that the potential of virtualization and web 2.0 intro-
duces is the shift from centralized networks to distributed
networks. In the distributed networks there are no central
nodes. There nodes which are more connected than others
but that situation could change with time.43

Changes in the working methods

Despite all the literature dedicated to the impact Google
has had on health, perhaps the most important aspect is the
change in the way in which problems are tackled. Google’s
search engine sorts responses based on data not on opinions
(being able to define precisely how many times a page has
been consulted is very different from saying which ones we
think are visited a lot). In addition, Google learns from the
information so that the data obtained provokes changes in
the nest response. Also, Google is easy to use and results
are available immediately.

Using the perspective of the ‘‘wisdom of the crowds’’,44

Google’s value system is based on who is visiting websites
not the source of the information. The most valuable pages
are the most visited ones. It is true that the Google thought
structure is fragmented (in part owing to the intrinsic char-
acteristics of the hyperlink), and the overload of information
does run the risk of jeopardizing the coherence. But, per-
haps, as Carr suggests, Google is the first step towards
artificial intelligence.45

Jeff Jarvis, in a fascinating book called ‘‘And Google,
how would you do it?’’,46 gives some clues as to the basic
workings of Google: how links work on the network, reduc-
ing intermediaries and attention to detail (respect for which
is small). The key words for the Google model are: listen,
innovation, transparency, speed, little control and accessi-
ble and simple information. In short, the Google strategy
is based on trust. Google takes notice of the users: basing
responses on data (not opinions) and using the information to
develop the next response (learning from the information).
Google is easy to use and immediate.

Some critics attest, correctly, that ‘‘the best is not nec-
essarily the most visited’’.47 That is to say, the criterion
of frequency is not a guarantee of wisdom or knowledge.
But, despite these limitations, it would be an interest-
ing exercise to try to imagine a health organization that
was built on a similar system of attending to patients
needs.

As the title of this article suggests, Google’s day has just
begun (in fact, digitalization and the internet have not yet

passed first grade). It is understandable that some people
show glimpses of skepticism. But the future is headed in one
direction and to avoid being swept along with that would be
impossible (and lethal).
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